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East Central Alberta Catholic Schools: A rural success story in 
school health 
In June of 2016, East Central Alberta Catholic Schools (ECACS) received a grant of 
$50,000.00 from the Alberta Healthy School Community Wellness Fund. At the start, 
the goal of this grant was to support wellness-related initiatives in the jurisdiction. 
Our plan was to provide students and families with opportunities to learn and 
practice wellness-related language, skills and behaviours. Our journey together, 
however, has led to much more. Health and wellness is now a district priority. 

From the beginning, our planning meetings incorporated students. We believe that 
the student voice is paramount in this process. We quickly discovered that as part of 
students sharing their voice, they also needed to be inspired and empowered to take 
charge of their wellness – both on a personal and jurisdictional level. A number of 
students joined our first two planning meetings and provided input into the 
strategies that were developed. We are now at a point where students will have a 
leadership role in planning the next jurisdictional wellness meeting. By listening and 
learning from our students, we hope to make a lasting impact in their lives and in 
their wellness. In educational circles, we are well-aware that healthy students are 
better prepared to learn. Empowered students are more likely to commit to a 
healthy lifestyle and make healthy choices. 

As a result of our work, our student and staff team has identified the following 
strategies that will be implemented over the next two years that demonstrates our 
commitment to a comprehensive school health approach: 

Teaching & Learning  
 Develop a common language related to wellness  
 Involve students in health and wellness initiatives and have them assume 

leadership roles 

Social & Physical Environment  
 District to promote and support wellness initiatives within schools, such as 

Don’t Walk in the Hallway, Energy for Exams, Buddy Bench, and Gotcha 
Notes  

 Implementation of Family / Friends Wellness Challenge  
 Ensure schools focus on social and emotional learning, through practical 

strategies and sharing resources  

Partnerships & Services  
 Create a jurisdictional event for groups to meet and share  
 Create an online sharing platform for schools, teachers and students to 

share and access resources  

 

http://www.asba.ab.ca/


Healthy School Policy  
 Wellness has been embedded into our Three-Year Plan. We expect staff 

wellness to also be an outcome of this work. Students, staff and community 
will now begin developing policy and procedures to support their work. 

While ECACS is only at the beginning of our journey, through our students, we hope 
to enhance the health and wellness of our students, their families, and our staff. We 
are turning the African proverb “It takes a village to raise a child” on its head. Our 
hopes are that the children and youth in our schools will raise our village to new 
levels. 
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